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Executive Summary

At a time when disappointing student performance, stark achievement gaps, and an ever-“flattening” world call for retooling American schools for the 21st century, the most daunting impediments to doing so are the teacher collective bargaining agreements that regulate virtually all aspects of school district operations. These agreements are a critical part of the problem, and the solution, to the educational challenges we now face.

Today’s teacher collective bargaining agreements are vestiges of the industrial economic model that prevailed in the 1950s, when assembly-line workers and low-level managers were valued less for their knowledge or technical skills than for their longevity and willingness to serve loyally as a cog in a top-down enterprise. They are a harmful anachronism in today’s K–12 education system, where effective teachers are demanding to be treated as respected professionals and forward thinking leaders are working to transform schools into nimble organizations focused on student learning. Collective bargaining contracts are especially problematic on three fronts:

• They restrict efforts to use compensation as a tool to recruit, reward, and retain the most essential and effective teachers.
• They impede attempts to assign or remove teachers on the basis of fit or performance.
• They over-regulate school life with work rules that stifle creative problem solving without demonstrably improving teachers’ ability to serve students.

Union leaders typically greet this diagnosis with a reflexive refrain: “What is good for teachers is good for students.” While superficially appealing, that sentiment is simply untrue. In fact, the results of the collective bargaining process are too often incompatible with providing a high-quality education for all students. Growing public recognition of this reality has prompted some reformers and visionary union leaders to embrace the so-called “new unionism,” but unfortunately this high-minded approach has so far yielded more wishful thinking than tangible policy changes.

As equal parties to even the most cumbersome contracts, superintendents and school boards must share the blame for the status quo. They should chart a new course by working with union leaders to modify collective bargaining agreements on five key fronts:

• Teacher pay should reflect the scarcity and value of teachers’ skills, the difficulty of their assignments, the extent of their responsibilities, and the caliber of their work.
• Pension and health benefits should resemble those offered by other organizations competing for college-educated professionals, which will entail shifting from
industrial-era defined-benefit plans to defined-contribution plans better suited to the new economy and a professional workforce.
• While reasonable safeguards are essential, tenure should be eliminated from K–12 schooling or, at a minimum, contracts and state laws should be modified to enable management to more readily remove ineffective educators.
• Personnel should be assigned to schools on the basis of educational need rather than seniority.
• Work rules should be weeded out of contracts, and contracts should explicitly define managerial prerogatives.

These proposals are hardly new, but the urgency of their adoption is. The first order of business is to remake the environment in which collective bargaining is conducted and the manner in which the resulting contracts are implemented. This requires a commitment to strategies that will increase performance pressures in K–12 schooling:

• **Accountability**: More results-based accountability is needed throughout the system, from administrators to teachers. *One key step is the construction of reliable statewide databases that track individual students’ academic progress over time so that teacher pay and professional development can be linked to classroom effectiveness.*

• **Choice and Competition**: Enhanced school choice and competition are essential to heighten incentives to improve student performance. *In particular, state officials should eliminate obstacles to the creation of charter schools that operate free from many statutory and contractual restrictions.*

• **Tough-Minded Governance**: District officials must shine light on inefficient contract provisions, push for fundamental changes in contract language, and fully exploit permissive or ambiguous language where it exists. *In addition, civic leaders and citizens must support management practices that may create, at least initially, disgruntled unions and increased labor unrest.*

A reform agenda based on these strategies can compel union leaders—however grudgingly—to recognize situations where the interests of their members are at odds with those of students, and to accept concessions that put the interests of students first. Such changes are essential to free our schools from their industrial era moorings and transform them into modern learning centers equipped to prepare citizens and workers for the Information Age that has already arrived.
Introduction

In the contentious world of school reform, the most daunting impediments to retooling our nation’s schools to prepare all students for the rigors of 21st-century citizenship and employment are the collective bargaining agreements struck between teachers unions and school districts. Some four decades after the advent of collective bargaining in public education, these contracts now regulate virtually all aspects of school district operations, from how teachers are paid and assigned to schools, to the conditions under which they can be disciplined or fired, to the length of the school day and year. Designed for a bygone era, they forestall changes to educational practices and compensation systems that are essential to enhancing teaching and learning. While teachers unions have, at various times and in various locales, been partners in educational improvement, as well as convenient scapegoats for failed management, such considerations should not obscure this fundamental truth.¹

In the past five years, scholars and advocates from across the political spectrum have taken a fresh look at the role collective bargaining and teachers unions play in American education.² They have identified provisions in typical collective bargaining agreements that impede sensible management, especially in large urban districts and in these districts’ most disadvantaged schools.³ Moreover, teacher collective bargaining agreements have become so comprehensive, that virtually any effort to alter the status quo in K–12 schooling will clash with them in some way. Given the need to improve our nation’s schools—and the consistent failure of more resources alone to accomplish the task—it is only right that teacher collective bargaining has reached the top of the research agenda.⁴

The need for reform in public education has a special urgency in today’s America, with nascent economic competitors abroad and continued low and unequal academic performance at home threatening the nation’s economic vitality.
and its commitment to the notion of equal opportunity. Reliable examinations of international student achievement routinely reveal that students in the United States lag far behind their peers abroad.\(^5\) Equally troubling, the National Assessment of Educational Progress reveals persistent gaps in achievement along the lines of class and ethnicity, with black 8th-graders reading and performing math at roughly the same level as white 4th-graders.\(^6\) The percentage of American students completing high school has actually fallen since 1970—a trend masked in official statistics by the growing number of students receiving alternative credentials such as the General Educational Development, or GED, certificate.\(^7\) Today, just 7 out of 10 students entering high school nationwide graduate four years later, and credible analyses estimate the graduation rate for black and Hispanic youth to be as low as 51 percent.\(^8\) In critical ways, our shared future hinges on the ability of our schools to answer these challenges. And collective bargaining agreements present formidable obstacles to that project.

While today’s collective bargaining agreements hamstring reform efforts in significant ways, we do not believe that union leaders, in defending existing policies and prerogatives, desire to impede school management—or even that they are behaving irresponsibly in light of their obligations to the members who elect them. We have never met a teacher who would prefer to work in a dysfunctional school district or a school where children aren’t learning. We therefore reject, categorically, \textit{ad hominem} attacks on union leaders and their members.

The simple truth, however, is that union leaders are elected by current members to protect their interests.\(^9\) While unions claim to be—in the words of the National Education Association—advocates “for children and public education,” the truth is otherwise.\(^10\) As Robert Barkley, former executive director of the Ohio Education Association, has succinctly explained, “The fundamental and legitimate purposes of unions \textit{are} to protect the employment interests of their members. It is the primary function of management to represent the basic interests of the enterprise: teaching and learning.”\(^11\)

Teachers unions favor existing arrangements that protect jobs, restrict the demands placed on members, limit accountability for student performance, and safeguard the privileges of senior teachers, not because they benefit students, but because they benefit existing members. Teachers who entered the profession under these rules and patiently served their time, waiting for the dollars and the perks of seniority, are understandably resistant to reforms that would upend pay scales, job protections, or work rules—whatever their implications for student achievement. In accepting this state of affairs as an inevitable starting point, we offer a reform agenda that departs from both the rosy optimism of “new
“unionist” reformers and the stridency of more extreme union critics who seemingly hope to berate unions into changed conduct.

Proponents of the new unionism contend that a collaborative approach to collective bargaining focused on the needs of students will yield substantial benefits, even in the absence of more fundamental institutional changes. But the reality is that the interests of union members sometimes clash with those of students, parents, and taxpayers—especially when it comes to addressing anachronistic work rules, increasing accountability for students’ academic progress, or reconfiguring compensation to reward excellence in the classroom. As even a champion of the new unionism acknowledges, “In exchange for the right to exclusively represent their members, unions are required to represent and advocate for all members, even the bad actors.”

Common sense suggests—and experience confirms—that union leaders who fail to pay adequate attention to their members’ interests can expect to be replaced by someone who will. [See Sidebar 1]
The answer, then, is not fond hopes that union leaders will be sweet-talked or shamed into embracing change. With rare exceptions, the demands placed on leaders within the current policy environment make new unionist proposals unworkable. Moreover, reflexive efforts to modify contract provisions are unlikely to succeed unless the policy climate and political environment in which agreements are negotiated are recast. Nor is seeking to eliminate collective bargaining a useful goal. Not only is it politically hopeless, evidence from other industries suggests that unions can be partners in promoting quality, efficiency, and innovation under the proper conditions.13

The mission for school reformers, philanthropists, and public officials, then, is to foster those conditions by advancing measures that prompt unions to accept increased flexibility, accountability, and meritocracy for self-interested reasons. Only with such changes will schools be equipped to provide all children with the preparation they need to be good citizens, claim high-wage jobs, and perform effectively against international competitors in the 21st century.

Why Collective Bargaining Matters

Though they have attracted little media or, until recently, scholarly attention, teacher collective bargaining agreements shape nearly everything public schools do. These contracts are long, complicated, and barbed with detailed if at times ambiguous restrictions. The 199 teacher collective bargaining agreements on file at the Bureau of Labor Statistics in January 2005 spanned, on average, 105 pages. While it is a mistake to suggest that all contracts are similar, there are important regularities in how contracts are bargained, structured, and implemented.

As their length suggests, the topics covered in teacher bargaining agreements extend far beyond bread-and-butter questions of salary and benefits. In Eau Claire, Wisconsin, for example, the contract sets out a “standard day” for K–5 teachers in painstaking detail:

A standard day shall be defined as 435 minutes, excluding lunch but including a morning homeroom period of 7–15 minutes, e.g., where teachers will supervise students entering the building, take roll, take lunch count, make announcements, etc. The teaching day shall not exceed 349 minutes of classroom teaching, thirty (30) minutes for lunch and thirty (30) minutes of recess. Outside of the forty-five (45) minutes guaranteed prep time and a thirty (30) continuous minute block for lunch daily, up to eighteen (18) hours per year of the standard work day (an average of six (6) minutes each day — thirty (30) minutes per week) may be assigned each teacher for supervisory duties.15

Among other matters, contracts routinely spell out procedures for evaluating teachers, allowances for preparation time, regulations on the use of substitute teachers, stipends for overseeing extracurricular activities, protocol

for disciplining students, the extent and nature of professional development, and strictures on class size.

As the only accepted measure for making personnel decisions in workplaces where performance can be difficult to gauge, seniority has long enjoyed a privileged place in collective bargaining. The unions have aggressively imported it into K–12 schooling, where the centrality of seniority is illustrated by clauses like the one in Livonia, Michigan, that stipulates, “The seniority list shall be published by December 15 of each year, with notation of certifications then on file with the Board for each teacher. They will be posted in the area of each building reserved for teachers’ use. A copy of the posted seniority list and all subsequent updates shall be provided to the Association.”

Contract provisions on key topics are often maddeningly complicated or even ambiguous. The Little Rock, Arkansas, contract stipulates, “An individual teacher’s lesson plan book shall be subject to the review of the principal at any time,” before clarifying that “teachers shall not be required to make their lesson plan books available on a scheduled basis.” Language regarding teacher transfers in the St. Louis, Missouri, contract reads in part, “System-wide seniority will be given due consideration in making transfers” and that if two employees are equally qualified, “transfers or promotion of the employee shall be made on the basis of system-wide seniority.” The same section, however, specifies that “any transfer may be denied for the good of the system.”

Many contracts are also cluttered with more idiosyncratic provisions. In Bow, New Hampshire, for example, the contract specifies, “Teachers shall be permitted to wear the official NEA/NEA-NH membership pin.” The Wicomico County, Maryland, contract ensures, “The Board shall continue to pay the annual membership fee for all unit members who elect to join and maintain their eligibility in the Board’s group blood bank program.” In Appleton, Wisconsin, the contract devotes a paragraph to the topic of “Physical Exam and X-Ray.” The clause requires, “Every professional educator new to the Appleton Area School District shall be given a physical examination and x-ray (or a TB skin test) as a condition of employment.” The Appleton contract also includes a three-paragraph section on “Hepatitis B Immunization” in which the district recommends immunization to teachers deemed at risk of hepatitis B but clarifies that it will not “require any professional educator to obtain Hepatitis B immunization.”

The degree of the teacher contract’s influence on district operations has consistently surprised novice administrators with backgrounds in other industries. Howard Fuller, who served five years as superintendent of the Milwaukee Public Schools after stints as director of the Milwaukee County

16. Professional Agreement Between the Livonia Public School District and the Livonia Education Association 1999–2003 (Michigan), article XXVI, section A and D.
17. Professional Negotiations Agreement Between the Board of Directors of Little Rock School District and the Little Rock Classroom Teachers Association 2000–2003 (Arkansas), article 29, part M.
18. St. Louis Board of Education Policy Statement (Missouri), articles II-III.
20. Agreement Between the Wicomico County Board of Education and the Wicomico County Education Association 2003–2007 (Maryland), article XIV, section 9.
Department of Health and Human Services and Secretary of the Wisconsin Department of Employee Relations, noted with frustration,

The [Milwaukee Public Schools] contract’s size—which grew from 18 pages in 1964 to 174 pages in 1992–93—makes it a complex, sometimes impenetrable document. There also is a ‘contract behind the contract.’ It includes the 1,700 [memoranda of understanding], nearly 300 grievance-arbitration rulings, and various state declaratory rulings. Together, they comprise more than 2,000 documents. No more than a handful of largely anonymous management and union staff understand them.22

For Joel Klein, who became chancellor of the New York City school system in 2002 after previously serving as the chairman and chief executive officer of Bertelsmann, Inc., and as assistant attorney general in charge of the U.S. Department of Justice’s antitrust division, the move to education has been eye-opening. “Unions … micro-regulate schools through a contract,” he told an audience after his first year as chancellor. “When I ran a law firm, we didn’t do business like that.”23

An Obstacle to Change

Collective bargaining both defines and preserves the status quo in schooling. Indeed, the sheer scope of teacher collective bargaining agreements ensures that they will collide with virtually any reform effort that sets out to change established practices in education. Most contracts, for instance, mandate a strict, “step-and-lane” salary schedule that is based almost entirely on years of experience and hours of graduate credits or graduate degrees. Proposals to deviate from this system—for instance, to incorporate merit pay for highly effective teachers or bonuses for teachers in low-performing schools—have consistently been resisted by union negotiators at the bargaining table, in local referenda, and in national policy discussions. Even the modest pay-for-performance system recently introduced in Denver, which rewards teachers for increasing student achievement and for meeting more subjective performance goals, was enacted only after years of struggle—despite the fact that the plan includes a sizable pay boost for participants, continues to provide premiums for traditional credentials, and is voluntary.24

Collective bargaining agreements stifle proposed reforms on a variety of fronts. Curricular or organizational reforms, such as an extended school day...
(a reform that has predictably boosted student achievement in some low-performing schools), can fall prey to the contract because they conflict with work rules.\textsuperscript{25} By forcing districts to use only those intervention options that do not conflict with contractual provisions, local agreements may also undermine the ability of the No Child Left Behind Act to press districts to overhaul persistently low-performing schools. [\textit{See Sidebar 2}]

Collective bargaining is also the source of teachers unions’ political resources. Union dues, augmented by dollars deducted from the paychecks of nonmembers through laws allowing unions to collect funds from all teachers covered by the contract, are wielded to construct and maintain a policy framework hospitable to union interests. Many contracts even include provisions that provide release time for teachers to engage in political activities. The Indianapolis, Indiana, contract, for instance, provides, “Sixteen (16) days in each even-numbered year and twenty-four (24) days in each odd-numbered year shall be available for released time for teachers to work on legislative matters, including visits to the Indiana General Assembly and related activities which may include meetings with the IPS Legislative Liaison Office.”\textsuperscript{26}

Today, teachers unions are among the most powerful interest groups in local, state, and national politics. The two largest national unions, the National Education Association (NEA) and the American Federation of Teachers (AFT), claim a combined membership of 4 million, and 73 percent of public-school teachers surveyed in a recent national poll reported that they belong to a union.\textsuperscript{27} The unions are stronger than even these numbers would imply. As Dan Schnur, a Republican political strategist, has explained, “People like teachers, and voters listen to what they think teachers are telling them. Add that overall positive reputation to a huge pile of money, and you’ve got a pretty formidable political force.”\textsuperscript{28}

The Other Side of the Table

Despite the conspiratorial tones in which critics sometimes discuss the NEA, the AFT, and collective bargaining, no agreement is unilaterally imposed. All agreements are bargained in good faith by two parties and signed by district officials. To the extent that provisions hinder effective management or thwart school improvement, both district management and the teachers union are responsible.

Moreover, in many communities, contracts may be less restrictive than superintendents or school board members claim. A close reading of contracts frequently reveals a degree of flexibility that administrators fail to exploit.\textsuperscript{29} As one former school board member from a large urban district noted,
Too often school boards and superintendents complain that they cannot do something because of the teachers union contract. Often what they were complaining was restricted wasn’t actually prohibited by the contract … but might cause some political difficulties or raise some public issues.

She went on to blame the central administration’s resistance to accountability policies on the fact that “many of them had been teachers. They came from … a
culture dismissive of personal accountability for performance. That was part of their culture as educators."

Of course, it may be that unions accept ambiguity in key contract provisions because they are confident that they can control their implementation in other ways: by filing countless grievances, influencing school board elections, or establishing informal ties with the management team. Even so, it is undoubtedly the case that superintendents and school boards have sometimes found it convenient to use unions as a scapegoat so as to avoid political conflict or legal squabbles. A balanced assessment of collective bargaining therefore requires paying attention to union activity and formal contractual restrictions, but also to the behavior of superintendents, school boards, and principals.
The Rise of Teacher Collective Bargaining

Until the 1960s, collective bargaining was largely foreign to K–12 schooling. School districts enjoyed a free hand in setting teacher compensation and work conditions, subject only to minimal state regulations. Wages were kept low, especially among the population of predominantly female elementary school teachers, and working conditions were often abysmal. Without the protections of legally enforceable contracts, teachers lacked protection against administrator favoritism and abuse.\footnote{Richard D. Kahlenberg, “The History of Collective Bargaining Among Teachers,” in Hannaway and Rotherham, Collective Bargaining in Education; Marjorie Murphy, Blackboard Unions: The AFT and the NEA, 1900–1980 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1990).}

In that milieu, teacher collective bargaining represented a sensible and constructive development. The approaches and mindset of today’s union leaders reflect that early fight for fair and equitable treatment, which they continue to view in heroic terms. As two high-ranking union officials and a friendly professor put it in the opening lines of a recent book, “Few in the long-time teachers union ranks will forget the epic struggles to win contracts and establish bargaining rights.”\footnote{Ronald D. Henderson, Wayne J. Urban, and Paul Wolman, introduction to ed. Ronald Henderson, Wayne Urban, and Paul Wolman, Teacher Unions and Education Policy: Retrenchment or Reform? (New York: Elsevier, 2004), xii.}

The pivotal moment in those struggles came in 1960, when, following a one-day walkout by the United Federation of Teachers (UFT), New York City Mayor Robert Wagner allowed teachers to vote whether to pursue formal collective bargaining. In June 1962, after another strike, the UFT negotiated a formal collective bargaining agreement—the nation’s first for teachers—offering an across-the-board pay increase of nearly $1,000 and a duty-free lunch period.\footnote{Kahlenberg, “History of Collective Bargaining.”}

The events in New York City, which were widely covered in the national media, sparked a rapid increase in union membership among teachers.\footnote{David L. Angus and Jeffrey Mirel, Professionalism and the Public Good: A Brief History of Teacher Certification (Washington, DC: The Thomas B. Fordham Foundation, 2001), 32.}

Membership in the American Federation of Teachers (AFT), the parent union of the UFT, increased from 60,000 at the time of the NYC walkout to 175,000 in 1968. The NEA—the AFT’s larger, more pedigreed competitor—responded by dropping its longstanding concerns that collective bargaining was unprofessional, embracing the right to strike, and ejecting supervisors and administrators from its ranks.\footnote{Kahlenberg, “History of Collective Bargaining.”}
Pressured by the NEA and AFT, states began adopting laws sanctioning collective bargaining for teachers. According to NEA researchers, 34 states and the District of Columbia currently have laws obligating districts to engage in collective bargaining with organized teachers. Eleven more states have laws providing for “permissive collective bargaining rights at the discretion of the employer,” while Georgia and South Carolina have no specific laws protecting or denying collective bargaining for teachers. In three states—North Carolina, Texas, and Virginia—state law explicitly stipulates that districts may not collectively bargain. Even in Texas, however, teachers frequently organize, select representatives, and find districts willing to negotiate through a process called “meet and confer.” And because courts have consistently ruled that state efforts to prevent public employees from joining unions are a violation of the First Amendment right to free association, all 50 states have affiliates of one of the two major national teachers unions.

In sum, teacher collective bargaining, while a relatively recent phenomenon, has rapidly ascended to a prominent place in public education. Unfortunately, because this development preceded the collection of reliable national data on academic outcomes, observers looking for empirical explanations of how it affected student performance will remain disappointed by research findings.

Yet the pressing question today is whether elements of collective bargaining, as currently practiced, hinder future improvement. If so, what might be done to improve the situation? To answer this question, we examine the world of collective bargaining in more depth.


37. While the First Amendment explicitly constrains only the U.S. Congress, the Supreme Court has applied the protections pertaining to freedom of association to the states through the 14th Amendment’s “due process” clause. A 1968 appeals court decision codified this right for teachers, noting, “Teachers have the right of free association, and unjustified interference with teachers associational freedom violates the due process clause of the 14th amendment.” McLaughlin v. Tildens (1968), 398 F.2d 287, as quoted in Louis Fischer, Teachers and the Law (New York: Addison Wesley Longman, Inc., 1999), 60.

38. Simple comparisons of the quality and productivity of education in unionized and non-unionized districts and states fail to account for unobserved characteristics of school systems that make teachers more likely to unionize. The most convincing attempt to address this problem indicates that teacher collective bargaining increases school spending by 12 percent but leads to a 2.3 percent increase in dropout rates, suggesting that unionization reduces productivity. Caroline Minter Hoxby, “How Teachers’ Unions Affect Education Production,” The Quarterly Journal of Economics 111 (August 1996): 671–718. For a recent review of the literature on the impact of teachers unions on student outcomes, see Dan Goldhaber, “Are Teachers’ Unions Good For Students?” in Hannaway and Rotherham, Collective Bargaining in Education.
The Rise of Teacher Collective Bargaining

In more than a dozen states, districts are not legally obligated to engage in exclusive collective bargaining with organized teachers. Even in those states that specifically prohibit bargaining, however, there is little evidence that districts have sought to design compensation schemes, working conditions, or terms of service in significantly different ways.4

In states that do not specifically permit collective bargaining, many districts—especially the larger ones—elect to engage in some form of formal discussions or negotiations with their teachers. This has many of the same practical effects as formal collective bargaining. In Wyoming, for example, the majority of districts choose to engage in discussions or negotiations that address many of the same issues as traditional bargaining agreements. Every single Wyoming district uses a salary schedule, and 35 of the 48 districts employ some form of collective negotiations process (with 17 of those districts employing a “meet and confer” arrangement and 13 an “interest-based” negotiation process). The 13 districts that use interest-based negotiations enroll more than half of the state’s K-12 students.5

Other states without bargaining protections have enshrined in state law, often at the behest of the teachers associations, many of the same protections and regulations a bargaining agreement would typically provide. In Georgia, for instance, the education code addresses many of the same issues as typical collective bargaining agreements, including teacher rights, salaries, work days, retirement plans, class size, and tenure policies. State law also spells out the “grounds for termination or suspension” and procedures on professional development, requiring that school budgets include “an amount of funds for the purpose of providing staff and professional development to certificated and classified personnel and local school board members which shall be at least equivalent to 1.5 percent of salaries of all certificated professional personnel used in the development of each respective program weight.”6

Even in Texas, where collective bargaining is prohibited, many districts engage in “meet and confer,” a process that the Association of Texas Professional Educators describes as “different than collective bargaining and therefore legal because employees’ input is considered advisory; there is no binding legal contract and the school boards make any final decisions.”7 In practice, according to a national NEA official, “the policies that result from ‘meet and confer’ or ‘exclusive consultation’—even though they’re not legally binding—are treated by district officials as if they were legally binding.”8 Moreover, as in Georgia, the Texas Education Code contains detailed provisions governing teachers’ hours, contract terms, termination procedures, and even class size. As former Houston schools superintendent and U.S. Secretary of Education Rod Paige explains, “In Texas, where we don’t have collective bargaining, the union has just gotten the legislature to write measures into state law.”9

SIDEBAR 3

Labor Relations in Non-Bargaining States

In more than a dozen states, districts are not legally obligated to engage in exclusive collective bargaining with organized teachers. Even in those states that specifically prohibit bargaining, however, there is little evidence that districts have sought to design compensation schemes, working conditions, or terms of service in significantly different ways.4

In states that do not specifically permit collective bargaining, many districts—especially the larger ones—elect to engage in some form of formal discussions or negotiations with their teachers. This has many of the same practical effects as formal collective bargaining. In Wyoming, for example, the majority of districts choose to engage in discussions or negotiations that address many of the same issues as traditional bargaining agreements. Every single Wyoming district uses a salary schedule, and 35 of the 48 districts employ some form of collective negotiations process (with 17 of those districts employing a “meet and confer” arrangement and 13 an “interest-based” negotiation process). The 13 districts that use interest-based negotiations enroll more than half of the state’s K-12 students.5

Other states without bargaining protections have enshrined in state law, often at the behest of the teachers associations, many of the same protections and regulations a bargaining agreement would typically provide. In Georgia, for instance, the education code addresses many of the same issues as typical collective bargaining agreements, including teacher rights, salaries, work days, retirement plans, class size, and tenure policies. State law also spells out the “grounds for termination or suspension” and procedures on professional development, requiring that school budgets include “an amount of funds for the purpose of providing staff and professional development to certificated and classified personnel and local school board members which shall be at least equivalent to 1.5 percent of salaries of all certificated professional personnel used in the development of each respective program weight.”6

Even in Texas, where collective bargaining is prohibited, many districts engage in “meet and confer,” a process that the Association of Texas Professional Educators describes as “different than collective bargaining and therefore legal because employees’ input is considered advisory; there is no binding legal contract and the school boards make any final decisions.”7 In practice, according to a national NEA official, “the policies that result from ‘meet and confer’ or ‘exclusive consultation’—even though they’re not legally binding—are treated by district officials as if they were legally binding.”8 Moreover, as in Georgia, the Texas Education Code contains detailed provisions governing teachers’ hours, contract terms, termination procedures, and even class size. As former Houston schools superintendent and U.S. Secretary of Education Rod Paige explains, “In Texas, where we don’t have collective bargaining, the union has just gotten the legislature to write measures into state law.”9

The Real World of Collective Bargaining

The negotiation and implementation of teacher collective bargaining agreements does not occur in a vacuum. Several contextual factors play a key role in shaping the bargaining process and help determine how contracts impact school districts. Four of the most significant considerations are 1) provisions in state law regulating the “scope” of bargaining; 2) the threat of teacher strikes; 3) the procedures followed when the union files a grievance; and 4) the extent of media coverage of the bargaining process.

Scope Provisions

“Scope” refers to whether bargaining on certain issues—like questions of class size and length of the school day—is required, permitted, or impermissible. Early collective bargaining laws often limited negotiations to issues of pay and working conditions in an attempt to preserve management discretion over policy matters. It soon became apparent, however, that this distinction was difficult to maintain. A comment made by a teacher in an early study of collective bargaining for public employees illustrates the problem: “Below 30, class size is a matter of policy; above 38, it becomes a working condition.” Definitions aside, the extent to which scope provisions are enforceable is debatable. As one experienced negotiator of teacher contracts explains, “Whether or not a particular demand represents a mandatory or non-mandatory subject may be irrelevant if either side cares deeply enough about it.” Ultimately, the tendency for collective bargaining to spill into managerial prerogatives poses real problems for school reform. How effectively scope provisions can combat that tendency, however, remains an open question.

Teacher Strikes

Casual observers often imagine that it is the threat of teacher strikes that is responsible for the restrictiveness of contact language and the inability of school boards to win meaningful concessions. In the 1960s and 1970s, the number of

---

teacher strikes exploded—from three in 1960–61 to 241 in 1975. As explained above, the gains teachers made during this era of militancy undoubtedly played a key role in the success of the AFT and NEA in winning new members.

Since 1975, however, the incidence of teacher strikes has declined dramatically, falling to 99 nationwide in 1991 and 15 in 2004. Experts typically attribute this decline to increased bargaining experience on both sides, state laws requiring arbitration or prohibiting strikes, and the rise of collaborative bargaining approaches. Said one union official, “Over time, you come to know what to expect. In the 1970s and even into the 1980s, many districts and locals were still feeling their way.”

The reality is that teacher strikes are now regarded with distaste by union leaders and trepidation by school board members. As one national AFT official put it, “Simply put: strikes don’t work very well.” The present era of labor peace reflects both parties’ willingness to accept the status quo in collective bargaining agreements, with unions foregoing militant tactics and district management avoiding any provocation.

**Grievance Procedures**

Once collective bargaining agreements are put in place, there is always the possibility that management and the union will disagree about how the contract applies in a given case. When the union believes that management actions may violate the contract, it follows procedures spelled out in the contract to file an appeal or a grievance. This routinely occurs, for instance, when management seeks to terminate or discipline an employee.

Critics of teachers unions assert that unions’ institutional resources and specialized expertise give them a clear advantage in the ensuing proceedings. Ron Wilson, executive director of the North American Association of Education Negotiators, says, “There is a definite difference in expertise [between unions and school districts] … Districts often utilize labor relations consultants to close the gap, but small districts have to rely on associations to provide them the resources they need.” The most striking example of union coordination may be the NEA’s UniServ system, a nationwide network of 1,650 full-time and 200 part-time employees who provide local affiliates guidance on matters including negotiations and grievance resolution. The NEA touts the UniServ program as “a vast cadre of human resources,” on which it spent approximately $50 million in 2001 (the most recent year, to our knowledge, for which expenditure data are publicly available).

NEA leaders, however, downplay the significance of UniServ, noting that its employees have multiple responsibilities, work with several districts, and offer...
expertise that pales beside the staff districts can readily hire. Moreover, union officials point out that school districts command far greater legal and budgetary resources.\textsuperscript{48}

In practice, the restrictiveness of contracts turns heavily on the outcomes of appeal and grievance procedures. In a telling example of their import, the Los Angeles Board of Education faced enormous challenges in 2002 when it sought to remove about 400 of the 35,000 teachers in the chronically low-achieving district. The board found its effort stymied both by arduous grievance procedures and by contractual protections for teachers. In the end, the board was able to remove only three, and arbitrators overturned two of those on appeal.\textsuperscript{49}

### Media Coverage

The failure of the public and more than a few policymakers to understand the contours of the negotiation process and resulting agreements reflects, in part, the scant attention the media devotes to these dealings. For instance, the only systematic study of media coverage revealed that in 12 out of 20 relatively large districts, the local daily newspaper ran no more than one article covering the contract negotiations, and most of these appeared after the contract was settled. In just four districts, each of which was engaged in unusually contentious or nationally significant negotiations, were more than three articles written about the negotiations or the contract.\textsuperscript{50}

Addressing the limited coverage of collective bargaining, a national union official explained, “Bargaining is conducted behind closed doors. Neither side ‘goes public,’ even to its own members, until the entire contract is done. This is necessary because there is so much ‘horse trading’ that nothing is final until the entire contract is done.”\textsuperscript{51} On the other hand, one former school board member from a large urban school district (who did not want to be identified for fear of retribution) said, “My experience is that confidentiality is always breached, with the union ‘leaking’ inaccurate information to the press and their members during the negotiations. This makes good faith negotiations difficult.”\textsuperscript{52}

Richard Colvin, a veteran education reporter and director of Columbia University’s Hechinger Institute on Education and the Media, appropriately rejects all excuses for journalistic inattention:

The fact that parties to one of the most important negotiations in any community choose to keep them private doesn’t absolve

\textsuperscript{48} A national American Federation of Teachers official, email correspondence with author, 1 June 2005.


\textsuperscript{50} Hess and Kelly, “Scapegnut, Albatross, or What?”

\textsuperscript{51} A national union official, email correspondence with author, May 2005.

\textsuperscript{52} A former school board member, email correspondence with author, 24 January 2006.
reporters of the responsibility to dig and find out what both sides are proposing and whether it would contribute to or serve to undermine student achievement. It also doesn’t absolve reporters of the responsibility, once negotiations are completed, to go beyond the press release and ferret out the details of the contract and to ask what that means for the community’s children.53

While productive negotiations require the ability to float ideas without fear that they will appear in tomorrow’s headlines, greater transparency would force both the union and management to justify their demands in the face of public scrutiny. Today, the dearth of media coverage means there are few public consequences for unions that make extravagant demands or for district leaders who resist such demands. This gives superintendents and school boards little incentive to engage in hard-nosed negotiating.

Collective Bargaining and District Management

Today’s contractual arrangements for teachers reflect the industrial model that prevailed in the mid-20th-century American economy, when assembly line workers were valued less for their knowledge or technical skills than for their longevity and willingness to serve as a loyal cog in a top-down enterprise. These contracts are thus ill-suited to recruit, retain, or sensibly deploy a highly educated, professional teacher workforce or promote a relentless focus on student learning and achievement. There are three areas where an especially convincing case can be made that contracts hinder effective management and reduce the quality of education for at least some students: compensation, transfer and dismissal policies, and work rules. In each case, a close look reveals that current practices make schools more attractive to staff members—especially the most experienced—but less conducive to high-quality teaching and learning.

The Structure of Teacher Compensation

It goes without saying that having a highly talented teacher is the most important determinant of a student’s academic progress. Assuming that better pay and benefits attract better candidates, it would therefore seem that compensation is an area where teacher unionization has clearly benefited students. After all, unions have been quite effective in convincing local officials and the American public that the typical teacher is woefully underpaid. [See Sidebar 4] The unionization of teachers in specific cities was typically associated with a jump in salaries and benefit packages, and teachers covered by collective bargaining agreements are better compensated than those who are not. A closer look at the structure of teacher salaries and benefits imposed by collective bargaining agreements, however, reveals a different picture.

Salaries

While unions have fought to increase salaries, they have staunchly resisted efforts to ensure that this spending will recruit, reward, and retain the most essential and hardest-working teachers. Consequently, there is good reason to believe that collective bargaining has actually contributed to an overall decline in the aptitude of individuals entering the teaching profession and to persistent shortages of qualified applicants in high-need subject areas.

Reflecting the fact that unions tend to pursue wage agreements that increase member solidarity and organizational unity, while limiting managerial discretion, unionization in any industry is typically associated with a narrowing of pay differentials between employees. The result is more standardization of pay on the basis of job description and less room to reward excellence or special contributions. It is therefore no surprise that virtually all teacher collective bargaining agreements are subject to wrangling among economists, one recent analysis of the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ National Compensation Survey found that teachers earn “more per hour than architects, civil engineers, mechanical engineers, statisticians, biological and life scientists, atmospheric and space scientists, registered nurses, physical therapists, university-level foreign-language teachers, [and] librarians.” In fact, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that in 2004, the average pay per hour for all full-time workers in the “professional specialty and technical” category was $29.77, while public secondary school teachers earned $32.52 and elementary teachers $32.53—or about 10 percent more than the typical professional.

While, on the whole, teachers may not be underpaid, those who excel, those working in tough circumstances, and those with critical skills are clearly shortchanged. The flip side is that mediocre teachers are overpaid, sometimes substantially. The real problem is not the total amount paid to teachers but the fact that basing teacher pay on experience and credentials rather than performance means that pay isn’t going to those teachers who deserve it. Highly paid teachers receive their salaries not because they are exceptional teachers or have tackled tough assignments but because they have accrued seniority. Providing raises in such a system is enormously expensive because so much of the spending is soaked up by the underserving. The answer is not to pay all teachers more—but to pay good teachers more through sensible collective bargaining agreements that allow districts to spend wisely.

---

SIDEBAR 4

Are Teachers Underpaid?

Almost everyone “knows,” in the words of Washington Post national columnist Richard Cohen, “Teachers make lousy money.” In fact, the claim that teachers are underpaid is debatable. The average teacher salary in 2004 was $46,600, compared to the average full-time worker salary of $43,690. While a starting salary for a teacher with a B.A. in 2005 of $42,000 in Los Angeles or $44,500 in Newark, New Jersey, may seem shockingly low to the typical New York Times reader, it’s actually higher than what many Ivy League graduates earn when starting in the policy world, advertising, or similar non-technical jobs.

For instance, those 2004 graduates of journalism and mass-communication programs who landed jobs earned a median salary of $27,800 if they had a B.A. and $33,000 if they had an M.A., while pay comparisons are inevitably subject to wrangling among economists, one recent analysis of the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ National Compensation Survey found that teachers earn “more per hour than architects, civil engineers, mechanical engineers, statisticians, biological and life scientists, atmospheric and space scientists, registered nurses, physical therapists, university-level foreign-language teachers, [and] librarians.” In fact, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that in 2004, the average pay per hour for all full-time workers in the “professional specialty and technical” category was $29.77, while public secondary school teachers earned $32.52 and elementary teachers $32.53—or about 10 percent more than the typical professional.

While, on the whole, teachers may not be underpaid, those who excel, those working in tough circumstances, and those with critical skills are clearly shortchanged. The flip side is that mediocre teachers are overpaid, sometimes substantially. The real problem is not the total amount paid to teachers but the fact that basing teacher pay on experience and credentials rather than performance means that pay isn’t going to those teachers who deserve it. Highly paid teachers receive their salaries not because they are exceptional teachers or have tackled tough assignments but because they have accrued seniority. Providing raises in such a system is enormously expensive because so much of the spending is soaked up by the underserving. The answer is not to pay all teachers more—but to pay good teachers more through sensible collective bargaining agreements that allow districts to spend wisely.

---

establish salary schedules based strictly on years of experience and accumulated graduate credits or degrees—the famed “step-and-lane” model.

The step-and-lane salary schedule is an anachronism that is increasingly out of step with practices in today’s private sector economy. It makes it virtually impossible to reward teachers for improving student achievement, possessing high-demand skills, or taking on more challenging school or classroom assignments. Rewards for performance are rarely included in contracts, with just 5.5 percent of traditional public school districts reporting that any kind of incentives (such as cash bonuses, salary increases, or additional salary steps) are used to reward excellent teaching.  

New research confirms that, prior to the spread of collective bargaining, pay was more closely linked to teacher ability. For instance, while new female teachers from highly selective colleges now earn no more than graduates from bottom-tier institutions, graduates from elite colleges 50 years ago out-earned teachers from less prestigious institutions by a wide margin. The evidence further suggests that this compression of pay with respect to ability is primarily responsible for the decline in the aptitude of women entering the profession.  

Teachers now tend to have lower standardized test scores and lower undergraduate GPAs and hold degrees from less selective undergraduate institutions than college graduates entering other professions. In subjects like math, science, computer science, and special education, there are often too few qualified applicants to fill existing teaching slots, especially in urban schools with heavily minority, low-income student populations. School administrators have reported that it is “very difficult” to fill math or physical science positions more than 30 percent of the time, but that it is similarly difficult to fill elementary teaching positions just 6 percent of the time. Yet collectively bargained salary schedules leave administrators unable to take these imbalances in supply and demand into account when making salary offers.

Indeed, union voices have made it clear that they see efforts to link pay to performance as an assault on educators. An editorial in the NEA’s house organ, NEA Today, proclaimed, “Basing teacher pay on student performance is no answer—it’s a thinly disguised assault on us. Every day, we educators do the best we can, often under horrific conditions, with the best of intentions. No single determining factor—least of all student achievement—should dictate who among us will be paid more than others.” Jim Dougherty, the president of the Illinois Federation of Teachers, recently ridiculed the notion that revamped compensation could help attract or retain good teachers: “Does a scientist seeking the Nobel Prize do it for the prize money? People who work in matters of the mind don’t improve their performance by dangling a bag of coins in front of their face.”

---

The irony is that teachers themselves believe it possible to identify those who deserve to be rewarded. A 2003 Public Agenda survey found that 78 percent of teachers believe “in [my] building, it is easy to spot who the truly great teachers are,” and 72 percent say that “most teachers in [my] building could pretty much agree on who the truly great teachers are.” Even more surprising is that the same poll found that 70 percent of teachers support giving extra pay to teachers in “tough neighborhoods with low performing schools,” 67 percent support it for those “who consistently work harder . . . than other teachers,” and 62 percent support it for those “who consistently receive outstanding evaluations from their principals.”

Benefits Evaluated solely in financial terms, the benefits teachers receive are modestly more generous than those received by comparable private sector workers. A 2004 Bureau of Labor Statistics survey indicates that the fringe benefits cost per teacher amounts to 20.2 percent of total salary, as opposed to 17.0 percent in the private sector. The average elementary school district in California spent more than $13,000 on statutory, health, and welfare benefits per teacher in 2002–03. When added to an average salary of slightly more than $55,500, these benefits brought the state’s total cost per elementary teacher to more than $68,000. More important than the average dollar amounts, however, is the way that these benefits are structured. They reward longevity alone, thereby crippling a district’s ability to compete for highly qualified new or mid-career candidates in an increasingly national labor market.

Nearly all public school systems still rely on “defined benefit” retirement plans that provide a formula-driven pension and disproportionately reward educators who stay in one place for 15 or 20 years at the expense of those who depart sooner. For instance, in 2000–01, 15 of the 16 states that constituted the Southern Regional Education Board required newly hired teachers to teach at least five years before vesting in the retirement system, and five states required a period of at least ten years. Matthew Lathrop, of the American Legislative Exchange Council, has noted, “The guaranteed benefit is only good for those who spend a substantial part of their career with one employer. That’s an enormous drawback in today’s economy, when even public employees are less likely to stick with a single employer.” This model made a certain kind of sense in the mid-20th century, when the teaching profession was composed mainly of married women who lacked other career choices, but it is poorly designed for today’s world—and a real handicap in the effort to attract and retain excellent teachers.

68. Gale F. Gaines, Beyond Salaries: Employee Benefits for Teachers in the SREB States (Atlanta, GA: Southern Regional Education Board, March 2001), 5.
There is also mounting evidence to suggest that teacher benefit packages are poorly equipped to deal with the rising costs of health care. The Rhode Island Education Partnership published a 2005 study that compared benefits for public school teachers to those of employees in the state’s private sector. It found that in all of the private sector firms, managers had the discretion to select a health carrier and the design of the health-care plan, while none of the school districts in the study had that capability. More than 85 percent of private sector contracts required employees to pick up more than 15 percent of their health-care costs, compared with none of the teacher contracts. Seventy-three percent of school districts provided health benefits to retirees at no cost, while none of the private firms did so. In short, it appears that—much like troubled industrial-era firms such as General Motors, the failed steel giants, and major airlines—school districts are sinking enormous sums into gold-plated benefits plans for workers and retirees that may prove unsustainable.

The response to efforts to rein in such packages often reveals a sense of entitlement among both union leaders and members that will make change difficult. For instance, teachers in the 2,300-student Colchester, Vermont, school district went on strike for eight days in October of 2005 after district officials failed to renegotiate their contract to boost health benefits and salaries. As one local small business owner explained, residents sympathized with the teachers but found themselves cutting corners on insurance while the teachers “are getting a benefits package we can only dream of.” Colchester teacher Andy Simmons provided an exceptionally honest take on the dispute, explaining, “We’re passionate about the students. But when push comes to shove, I have my own family to think about.”

Transfer and Dismissal Policies
When it becomes necessary to fill a classroom vacancy or remove an ineffective teacher, managers find themselves hobbled by existing contract language. Frequently, it is not that the contract flatly prohibits managers from making sensible decisions, but that complex provisions, the time required to comply with procedures, a desire to avoid grievances, and administrative timidity add up to management by paralysis.

Contracts routinely call for senior teachers to get preferred assignments while daintily implying that this process will not affect district performance, as in this provision from a Colorado district:

If the transfer is required because of enrollment decline or program change, a volunteer(s) will be solicited by the principal.
If no volunteer is secured, the least senior teacher will be involuntarily transferred unless by transferring the teacher with the least length of service in the District, the building is unable to meet the identified instructional and program needs within the grade level, department or team.72

In practice, there is an overwhelming tendency to give senior teachers the plum assignments, with little regard for their skills, the needs of their students, or the implications for recruiting and retaining new teachers. As a growing number of researchers have documented, these practices have led to situations in many cities where the most senior teachers are concentrated in the most desirable teaching environments, while schools with more disadvantaged student populations suffer with less experienced teachers.73

Apart from their implications for within-district equity, seniority transfer privileges also hinder principals’ ability to forge a cohesive school staff. A 2005 study by The New Teacher Project examined contracts in New York City, San Diego, and three anonymous urban districts and found that, due to seniority-based transfer requirements and protections for tenured teachers, “Urban schools are forced to hire large numbers of teachers they do not want and who may not be a good fit for the job and their school.”74 As the report goes on to note, “Novice teachers are, by default, the first to be excessed and, in many districts, can be ‘bumped’ from their positions if a more senior teacher needs or just wants their job.” This is true, “regardless of their contribution to their school.”75 [See Sidebar 5]

Contract language is even more restrictive in matters related to termination. While procedures exist for removing teachers for “just cause,” most teachers have tenure as a matter of state law, and the available procedures are rarely employed. [See Sidebar 6] As one study of Michigan contracts concluded, “The ‘just cause’ standard has sometimes been stretched to include situations that make a travesty of procedural protections intended to guard good teachers from arbitrary and capricious decisions.”76 In one eye-opening example, the report concluded, “One employee discharge case took 13 years of litigation and cost the Ann Arbor Public Schools in excess of $350,000 in attorney fees and back pay for an ex-teacher who was imprisoned in Jackson for murder.”77 Teachers have been caught sticking children’s heads in toilets, reading the newspaper while children gambled in the back of the room, and missing months of school at a stretch, and yet kept their jobs.78 The New Teacher Project’s recent study of five urban districts discovered that only four teachers out of the 70,000 tenured teachers in those districts were terminated for poor performance. The report explains that “the lengthy and
burdensome requirements, coupled with the low likelihood of successful removals…indicate why principals are reluctant to pursue dismissals,” suggesting that principals opt to transfer ineffective teachers instead.79 Frank Brogan, the former superintendent and education commissioner of Florida, remarks that tenure “was originally designed to protect the best teachers from wrongful termination. Today it protects the worst teachers from rightful termination.”80

Teachers themselves agree that tenure protects those who should not be in the schools. Seventy-eight percent of teachers report that there are at least a few teachers in their school who “fail to do a good job and are simply going through the motions,” while 58 percent say that tenure doesn’t necessarily mean that teachers have worked hard or proven their ability.81 One New Jersey union representative has confessed, “I’ve gone in and defended teachers who shouldn’t even be pumping gas.”82 A Los Angeles union representative bragged, “If I’m representing them, it’s impossible to get them out. It’s impossible. Unless they commit a lewd act.”83

17. Education Trust-West, California’s Hidden Teacher Spending Gap; Roza and Hill, “Within-District Spending Inequities,” 201-218.
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Even in Texas, where teacher collective bargaining is prohibited, the former business services director in one of the state’s largest districts explained,

Firing incompetent teachers for poor performance or for engaging in misconduct is as time-consuming and demanding as trying to convict someone of a crime. … The assessment instrument is so full of timeline requirements, that any misstep can result in a dispute, hours of time meeting to process the dispute and often resulting in rendering the assessment null and void. … While the teacher is awaiting the hearing, he/she is still on the payroll, then add to that the cost of the substitute, attorney’s fees, court reporter costs, hearing officer costs, transcripts, copying files and documents, and most importantly, staff time. … Are we saying it can’t be done? Of course not. What we are saying is that it requires almost 100 percent of a principal’s time to hope to win a case to fire one bad teacher.  

The process of removing ineffective educators is an intimidating burden for other reasons as well, not least the elaborate and time-consuming requirements for documenting poor performance before initiating the removal process. As economist Dale Ballou concluded in a study of the impact of collective bargaining agreements on districts in New York state, “There is also an emotional cost, as principals can look forward to having their motives and their professional judgment challenged throughout the proceedings.” One principal complained, “The process sets you up for personal ridicule by the union.” Another added, “The Board of Education doesn’t show principals how to prepare the necessary documentation. You walk through a legal minefield with no help.”

The burden of removing weak teachers has meant that principals often find it easier to shuffle poor teachers around the district than to remove them. In what has been termed “the dance of the lemons,” principals agree not to give a teacher negative evaluations so long as the teacher agrees to transfer to a new school the following year—simply shifting the problem onto another principal and another class of students.

Work Rules
In addition to provisions establishing compensation and personnel policies, the typical collective bargaining contract also contains a host of highly specific work rules governing teachers’ day-to-day activities. For instance, provisions routinely stipulate the amount of time that teachers can be required to spend working with students, the

---

85. Regarding the Agreement Between the Board of Education and the City School District of the City of New York and United Federation of Teachers, Local 2, American Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO, as cited in Ballou, “The New York City Teachers’ Union Contract,” 11.
number of students a teacher will instruct, the number of lesson plans a teacher will prepare, the number of parental conferences a teacher will hold, and even how and how often teachers will evaluate students’ written work. Examples of areas in which work rules often seem to undermine teacher professionalism and students’ academic interests include professional development, evaluation, and absenteeism.

**Professional Development** Derived from the old factory model of school governance, collective bargaining restrictions on professional development impede efforts to treat teachers as serious, committed professionals. Many contracts set tight limits on when teachers can be asked to pursue professional development and how much can be required. The Paterson, New Jersey, contract reads, “The District agrees to utilize full-day sessions designated for staff in-service training and identified as non-student contact days during the school year or student early dismissal sessions designated for staff in-service training during the school year, or a combination of both, for the purpose of providing at least eighteen (18) hours of professional development opportunities.” The contract also stipulates that, unlike most other professionals, teachers cannot be asked to contribute to the development of their own skills. Instead, “The District agrees to pay the full cost of tuition and other reasonable expenses incurred in connection with any courses, workshops, seminars, conferences, in-service training sessions, or other such sessions which an employee is required and/or requested by the administration to take.”

Contractual limits on professional development can inhibit efforts to enhance faculty quality. For instance, the Multnomah County, Oregon, contract stipulates that the school board must provide the funds to pay teachers’ expenses to attend professional development conferences, but says, “funds will be allocated based upon seniority of the unit members who make application.” Such provisions turn development from a lever for school improvement into a perk for long-serving faculty.

**Evaluation** Agreements routinely detail explicit directives regarding the ability of supervisors to monitor or evaluate teachers. The contract for Anne Arundel County, Maryland reads, “Although formal ratings shall be presented to Unit I members by their immediate supervisors, the rating must be based on the conclusions and assessments of more than one staff member when the rating is unsatisfactory and for all non-tenured Unit I members.” The Multnomah County contract cited above stipulates, “Student performance on District-wide and/or other standardized tests may indicate where modifications of instruction are required … however, evaluations or criticism of a teacher shall not be based specifically on the issue of comparisons of such student performances.”
## SIDEBAR 6

**Teacher Dismissal in Illinois**

Illinois Education Association (IEA) President Ken Swanson has dismissed the belief that tenured teachers are rarely fired as nothing more than an “urban legend.”21 In 2005, reporter Scott Reeder of the state’s Small Newspaper Group challenged this claim, filing 1,500 Freedom of Information Act requests over the course of six months to determine how many of the state’s tenured teachers had been dismissed in the past 18 years. Over that period, which began in 1986—just after the legislature had passed a comprehensive education reform package intended to increase teacher accountability—two teachers per year were fired in the state for poor performance. These figures are for a state that employs more than 95,000 tenured teachers. (Another five teachers, across the state, are annually dismissed for misconduct.)

Just 61 of Illinois’s 876 school districts have even attempted to fire a tenured teacher since 1986, and just 38 of those succeeded at firing even a single teacher. Numerous large districts, including Springfield, Peoria, and Carbondale, hadn’t fired a single teacher in nearly two decades. Moreover, it costs a district, on average, more than $100,000 in attorneys’ fees to fire a teacher. As of late 2005, Genesco Public Schools had been trying to fire Cecil Roth for five years due to poor performance, had already spent $400,000, and was still negotiating the appeals process.

The IEA and the Illinois Federation of Teachers quickly released statements discounting the report, calling it “misleading.” The IEA believes most poor-performing tenured teachers who are unable to improve leave their positions voluntarily before being dismissed.22 The State Journal-Register reported that IFT President Jim Dougherty said few teachers are fired “because few need to be fired.”23 The state’s most recent test scores, however, may suggest otherwise. The 2005 Illinois State Report Card revealed that 41 percent of high school juniors failed to meet minimum state standards in reading and 47 percent failed to meet the standards in math. In the Chicago Public Schools, 59 percent failed to meet minimum standards in reading and 73 percent failed to do so in math. The state’s achievement data also reveal disturbing racial disparities. While 28 percent of white 5th-graders failed to meet state standards in reading and 17 percent failed to do so in math, the corresponding shares for black 5th-graders were 63 percent in reading and 56 percent in math.24

While these results cannot simply be laid at the feet of Illinois teachers, who earn an average annual salary of $53,820, they do suggest a need for more energetic efforts to ensure teacher quality.25 The Chicago Tribune editorial board went even further in arguing, “Yes, the state could find ways to make it easier to remove bad teachers. But there is no compelling reason to keep the tenure system in public schools. It doesn’t protect good teachers. It protects incompetent ones.”26

Finally, the Illinois data also raise questions about the efforts of school boards and superintendents to exercise existing authority. Swanson has argued, “After the probationary period is over, a teacher is guaranteed just two things: an evaluation by their principal every two years and due process if questions about the quality of their teaching are raised. There is no excuse for a bad teacher to be in any classroom once that teacher has been properly evaluated and given an opportunity to improve.”27

---


---

A particularly illuminating version of how absurd such rules can get is provided in the contract negotiated in Jefferson County, Kentucky. [See Sidebar 7]

### Absenteeism

Language on teacher absenteeism yields some particularly troubling provisions. On this count, it is worth noting that the U.S. Department of Education reports that, in 1999–00, 5.2 percent of teachers were absent on a given day—about triple the 1.7 percent absentee rate that the Bureau of Labor
Statistics reports for all managerial and professional employment. Article XII-A of the current teacher contract between the Los Angeles Unified School District and United Teachers Los Angeles describes the Attendance Incentive Plan, which seeks “to reduce employees’ use of illness and personal necessity leave” by providing an annual payment of $250 to $1,500 for not using allotted sick days. The provision also includes a peculiar clause that allows two teachers to cover for one another, so the absent teacher is counted as present for the purpose of the incentives. In phrasing remarkable both for its naïveté and its surprising honesty, the contract states, “It is agreed that reciprocal coverage is not intended to cause or result in any increased absenteeism,” but that “there are no payroll or time reporting consequences to the arrangement.”

A Reminder
In any discussion of the impact of collective bargaining on district management, it is important to remember that a unilaterally imposed “union contract” does not exist. The frustrating reality is that every one of the provisions described above, from the lockstep salary schedules that reward longevity over excellence to work rules that dictate the rhythms of school life, was negotiated in good faith by school boards charged with representing the public interest. While the union’s political influence in school board politics may distort this process, the blame for troublesome contract language must be shared, and not casually assigned to union officials.
Teachers Unions and Education Politics

Union strength in collective bargaining is bolstered by the strong hand that the unions exercise in politics. Quite simply, school board elections offer teachers unions the unusual opportunity to influence the makeup of the management team they will face at the bargaining table. It is as if the board of directors of General Motors was not selected by its shareholders but by the residents of Detroit. The result of such a scenario would be a management team that is much more concerned with workers’ perceived entitlements than with holding down costs or chasing efficiencies.

Actually, it is worse than that, as GM is ultimately subject to the discipline of the marketplace. If the company were to allow efficiency to decline too far, it would be driven into bankruptcy by other automobile manufacturers, domestic or foreign. In public education, however, market pressures are weak at best. A union official in Cleveland offered a telling insight when describing the frustration a negotiator experienced when demanding concessions after a state takeover. The official recalled: “We looked at him and said, ‘Why do we have to do that?’ His background was in the private sector, where he can threaten, ‘If you don’t do this, we’re moving the factory to Mexico.’ Well, we knew the school system wasn’t moving to Mexico, so we just said, ‘No, we’re not doing that.’”

School Board Politics

School board elections are typically low-turnout affairs, so organized and energized interests—like teachers unions—can exert significant influence. Teachers unions are reportedly the most active interest group in board elections; almost 60 percent of board members nationwide say the teachers unions are “very active” or “somewhat active” in their local elections.

School boards are relatively weak governing bodies, generally composed of part-time members with limited expertise and little incentive to engage in
contentious negotiations.\textsuperscript{95} A 2001 National School Boards Association survey found that most school board members are unpaid, devote less than 10 hours a week to board-related business, and have served on the board for five years or less.\textsuperscript{96} Moreover, as one former board member explained, “Board members…are completely dependent on the central administration for information and the interpretation of the contract and how it functions.”\textsuperscript{97}

Using data from school board election in California, Stanford political scientist Terry Moe has documented union success in electing favored candidates. Moe finds that school board candidates endorsed by the union win 76 percent of the time, while others win just 31 percent of the time. Even among incumbents, who enjoy advantages that might counter union influence, those backed by the union win 92 percent of the time, while those not endorsed win just 49 percent of the time. Not surprisingly, union-endorsed candidates hold much more positive attitudes than others toward collective bargaining.\textsuperscript{98}

Union influence in local elections can clearly alter the dynamics on a school board. After the 85,000-member United Teachers Los Angeles (UTLA) spent $1.4 million on a successful 2003 campaign to defeat the reformist board president Caprice Young and her allies on the Los Angeles Unified School District school board, UTLA president John Perez had high expectations for the new board, saying, “Hopefully, they will listen to what we have to say before they make their votes. The other board wasn’t interested in that.”\textsuperscript{99} By spring 2004, two-term board member Mike Lansing was complaining openly that the “UTLA is controlling the puppet strings” to his fellow board members.\textsuperscript{100}

Union political influence can also shape the tenure of the superintendents school boards appoint to manage their districts. Former San Diego City Schools superintendent Alan Bersin maintained a stormy relationship with his district’s union, the San Diego Education Association, from his arrival in 1998 through his departure in 2005. Among the first “non-traditional” superintendents in the country, Bersin came to the district as an agent of change. A 3-2 majority among board members allowed him to push through a series of dramatic curricular and managerial reforms but left little margin for error if the political winds changed.

In the 2004 board elections, the only candidate endorsed by the SDEA lost to Sheila Jackson, a former teacher.\textsuperscript{101} The union continued its battle, however, blanketting radio stations with commercials pressuring the three newly elected board members to remove the superintendent. In December 2004, the SDEA gathered 40,000 (reported but not verified) signatures from district employees and community members, urging the new board members to “take back public education,” and end Bersin’s “authoritarian rule.”\textsuperscript{102} Finally, after seven years in
Successful Superintendents Resign in Face of Union Discontent

In fall 2005, two superintendents who had enjoyed significant success at improving low-performing school systems resigned amidst complaints that they were too hard-charging and clashed with the local teachers unions. In San Francisco, superintendent Arlene Ackerman’s 2005 resignation marked an end to a tenure noted for rising student achievement and renewed fiscal health. Despite elevating the district to the point where it was a finalist for the prestigious 2005 Broad Prize for Urban Education, launching her “Star School” and “Dream School” initiatives that targeted resources to low-performing schools, and consistently improving performance district-wide while narrowing the racial achievement gap, Ackerman was attacked by critics and the teachers union for being stingy. Pointing out that other Bay Area districts had encountered financial trouble after signing unaffordable union contracts, she had resisted increases in pay and benefits and had shuttered five schools in response to a yawning budget gap. Ultimately, plagued by heated criticism of her “autocratic” style, Ackerman resigned her position.29

In Anne Arundel, Maryland, Superintendent Eric J. Smith’s 2005 resignation shocked many observers, coming as it did after years of dramatic improvement in the district’s academic performance. After his 2002 hiring, Smith oversaw a dramatic increase in student achievement, strong gains for minority and special needs students, and a spike in the number of students performing at an advanced level in math. Nonetheless, after three years of clashes with the teachers union regarding his management style and pay and workload issues, as well as criticism from some school board members for inadequate communication, Smith resigned in 2005.30

Not content with his announced departure, union leaders planned a no-confidence vote a month before Smith’s tenure ended in order to express their displeasure with policies such as the implementation of block scheduling and Smith’s taking only “token action” to decrease teacher workload. Bob Burdon, chief executive officer for the county chamber of commerce fumed, “The school superintendent has already indicated he’s moving on…. For some reason, the union leadership is trying to beat this guy up, and I don’t know what their agenda is in doing it.” The union chief argued that the vote was intended to send a warning to the next schools chief. “What I hope is the interim superintendent will be more concerned about the concerns of teachers and other employees,” she said. “My motto is what’s good for teachers is what’s good for kids.”31


State and National Politics

State politics influence the environment for collective bargaining by determining both the specific policies governing the bargaining process and the broader policy context in which that process takes place. To the extent that unions are effective in state politics, they can shape the bargaining environment to their advantage. National politics is less directly relevant to collective bargaining but, particularly
since the enactment of No Child Left Behind, has the potential to upend or reify the routines of education assessment and governance.

The National Education Association (NEA) ranks third in the Center for Responsive Politics’ ongoing study of the biggest total contributors in America. Between January 1989 and August 2005, the NEA reported total contributions of $25,059,748 to federal candidates, of which 94 percent went to Democrats. In recent years, with Republicans dominant in Washington, the NEA has invested millions in a nascent effort to poll Republican voters, cultivate select Republican leaders, and develop a foothold in Republican circles. The second largest national teachers organization, the American Federation of Teachers (AFT), is also highly involved in political giving and is even more partisan in allocating its resources. The AFT contributed $3,467,000, with 99.7 percent going to Democrats. The combination of financial resources and the ability to mobilize vast cadres of members has led Moe to assert, “No other political group in the country can claim such a formidable combination of weapons, whether in education or any other field of public policy.”

The political weapons of California’s NEA affiliate, the California Teachers Association (CTA), were on full display in the special election held in California in November 2005, in which two education-related ballot initiatives embraced by Governor Schwarzenegger went down to resounding defeat. Proposition 74 would have lengthened from two to five years the time required for a public school teacher to earn tenure. And Proposition 75 would have given members of any public sector union, teachers included, a check-off option to keep their dues from being used for political purposes, thereby weakening the unions’ future political influence. Although polls initially showed both measures had strong public support, each failed to pass after an intense campaign in which the CTA and allied public sector unions outspent the Schwarzenegger forces $104 million to $41 million on these two ballot questions alone. These examples illustrate the degree to which unions’ political power can influence contract negotiations and provisions.

Teachers unions nationwide have been especially fierce in their opposition to measures that would alter the bargaining environment by introducing authentic competition among schools and districts or promoting a focus on efficiency. New financial reporting documents available from the U.S. Department of Labor show that in 2004 the AFT contributed $550,000 and the NEA $45,000 to the Economic Policy Institute, a Washington think tank that regularly issues reports and policy briefs critical of charter schools and vouchers. And when a successful businessman, Robert Thompson, in association with the Skillman Foundation,
wanted to give $200 million to create 15 charter schools in Detroit, the Michigan Federation of Teachers, according to media reports, “urged a walkout, declaring a school holiday so that union members could march on the state capitol in protest of charter schools.” Thompson said he was shocked: “We thought if we tried to do good things, people would appreciate it. I guess we were naïve.” He withdrew his donation in October 2003. Ultimately, in March 2005, he partnered with former Detroit Pistons basketball star Dave Bing to resurrect the proposal. The Detroit Federation of Teachers responded by threatening that it would no longer cooperate “with the [Skillman] foundation on other city school projects” if the foundation went through with the charter school proposal.109 As of December 2005, Thompson and the Skillman Foundation had scaled back the plan to open 15 charter schools and will focus instead on opening a single charter high school with Bing in 2007.110

Unions have also been highly critical of accountability systems that include real consequences for schools or teachers. The No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), which merely threatens school-level consequences, has been fiercely fought by the NEA in Congress, the states, and the courts. While the AFT’s more nuanced stance on NCLB has earned the union much praise, it continues to denounce state accountability plans that incorporate meaningful sanctions for schools or teachers.111 Both the NEA and the AFT have sought to deflect criticism on this issue by endorsing toothless accountability programs that emphasize increased professional development for struggling teachers rather than explicit rewards and sanctions based on performance.112

Some of those most frustrated with teachers union politics are Democrats who see the party’s unwillingness to challenge the NEA and AFT as hindering its efforts to embrace centrist, common sense reforms. Those uncomfortable with the strong influence of teachers unions include Andy Stern, the leader of the Service Employees International Union (SEIU), who recently complained, “We [Democrats] can’t talk about education. We can’t discuss when it is failing our members’ (children) in public schools in urban areas. You know, we’re the experiment. Maybe vouchers aren’t the only answer, but then what is? I’m tired of hearing if we just pay teachers more, you know, life will be terrific. It’s a huge problem.”113 Robert Gordon, John Kerry’s education advisor during the 2004 election, explained in The New Republic, “It matters whether we set high expectations for schools and teachers or accept mediocrity, and whether we impose consequences for failure or excuse it. That Republicans are fond of making these points—and unions and school officials are not fond of hearing them—does not make them less true.”114

110. Christine MacDonald, “Plan Cuts Detroit Charters to 1 School,” The Detroit News, 11 December 2005, sec. 1B.
111. Ibid.
113. Williams, Cheating Our Kids, 110.
The False Promise of “New Unionism”

The case for change has become so strong that even union sympathizers have acknowledged the need for a new approach to collective bargaining. The favored strategy is the long-standing campaign to convince union locals to abandon the industrial model for a more collaborative “new unionism.” Thoughtful, well-intentioned advocates such as Susan Moore Johnson, Charles Kerchner, Julia Koppich, Adam Urbanski, and others call for unions and districts to work together to foster professionalism, create pleasant working conditions, make teachers feel valued, and involve teachers more in governance and decision-making—all of which they posit will promote student achievement. The “new unionists” point to the 1996 formation of the Teacher Union Reform Network and to widely touted collective bargaining agreements in Dade County, Seattle, Cincinnati, Columbus, and Toledo. Their aim is to expand the scope of bargaining to give union representatives even more say in shaping district practice on accountability, staffing, curriculum, and school governance.

Prominent union supporters contend that new unionism has already emerged and unions have effectively transformed themselves. Wayne Urban, a professor of education and longtime NEA consultant, maintains that NEA president Bob Chase gave a pivotal address on behalf of new unionism at the National Press Club in 1997, calling for “the transformation of his organization away from the adversarial stance institutionalized in collective bargaining toward one that was more professional” and that, for the next half decade, Chase “tirelessly advocated his new union agenda.” Likewise, a handbook penned in 2006 by a respected scholar of reform unionism asserts that “a great deal of collaborative innovation exists and has been ongoing for many years” and enthuses about the “wide breadth of positive work being accomplished around the nation.” In short, serious union voices believe they have already committed themselves to new unionism. What we see today—for better or

worse—are the fruits of those efforts. Even in the handful of districts that have made serious attempts to pursue a comprehensive new unionist agenda, the results have been disappointing.¹¹⁹

The bleak track record shouldn’t surprise. It is only the rare local union leadership that has the vision and member backing essential to make immediate sacrifices in order to strengthen the enterprise and promote professionalism. As one 2004 analysis noted, “Unions that are quick to ask for participation in the reform process typically are not as eager to see their members held accountable for the outcomes.”¹²⁰ In fact, as discussed previously, incumbent union leaders who have embraced a strategy of collaboration or have simply been regarded as too cooperative have been voted out of office by teachers desirous of more combative leadership. Despite recurrent predictions of the imminent arrival of a new breed of teachers less wedded to traditional practices, the fact is that most new teachers who remain in the profession are rapidly subsumed into the existing culture and learn to appreciate the protections of the existing agreement—not to bemoan the lost opportunities it represents. Most teachers remain highly satisfied with how their unions currently approach collective bargaining. A national poll of teachers conducted by Terry Moe in 2003 revealed that 77 percent of union members report that they are either somewhat or very satisfied with their union. When teachers are asked specifically about the job their unions do in representing their interests in collective bargaining, the percentage who say they are satisfied jumps to 84 percent.¹²¹ As veteran education reporter Joe Williams has observed, “Even powerful union leaders who understand full well that their unions are steering public education toward certain disaster may not be in a position to do much of anything about it.”¹²²

Rather than wishful thinking, we need policies that compel union leaders—however grudgingly—to recognize those places where the interests of members are at odds with those of students, and to accept concessions that put the interests of students first. Unions in any industry are loathe to contemplate givebacks. Even when firms have declared bankruptcy or are on the verge of doing so, as has recently been the case in the airline and auto parts industries, union leaders can be expected to resist concessions on wages, benefits, or work conditions. Historically, unions have agreed to concessions only when the leadership calculates that the costs of holding firm outweigh the losses they’ll incur at the table—and when they can convince their members of the same.

This calculation typically occurs only when external pressure demands it—when prospects for a firm are so grim that union leaders are convinced that

¹²¹. This poll was designed and commissioned by Terry M. Moe and carried out by Harris Interactive on a national sample of current public school teachers in 2003.
¹²². Williams, Cheating Our Kids, 61.
inaction will lead to massive lay-offs or bankruptcy. As economists Richard Freeman and James Medoff explain,

Because of the political nature of unions, the key factor in a union’s decision to make concessions is the extent to which existing wage packages threaten employment of a sizeable portion of the membership. A change in demand for labor that reduces new hires or leads to the layoff of relatively junior employees is unlikely to produce concessions, but potential cutbacks—particularly threatened plant closings—that risk the jobs of senior workers are likely to lead to concessions. Concessions are therefore found only in industries undergoing extreme economic problems.\textsuperscript{123}

Meanwhile, except when its back is to the wall, management is typically hesitant to ask for significant givebacks, fearing the conflict and publicity. The result is that change only occurs when circumstances finally panic both management and labor.

The economic forces that have yielded reform in other sectors remain absent in education. The lack of meaningful competition has offered no consequences for short-sighted union behavior and has allowed inertia to rule. Limited experiments with school vouchers and charter schooling, passed in the face of staunch union resistance, haven’t yet gained sufficient market share to threaten jobs or alter this dynamic. The growth in state accountability systems during the past five years has fueled increased public attention to student achievement, but very few have included strong sanctions for district officials, principals, or teachers for even sustained poor performance.

\textsuperscript{123} Freeman and Medoff, \textit{What Do Unions Do?} 56.
Recommendations

Reformers should seek to create pressures that give district officials incentives to negotiate aggressively on behalf of students and that give unions self-interested reasons to make concessions that serve student needs. The aim should be to strike a healthier balance between teachers’ understandable preferences for fair compensation, job security, and a comfortable work environment on the one hand and the cost, quality, and equity of public schooling on the other.

Contract Language

The essential task, of course, is to rewrite collective bargaining agreements (or, in non-bargaining states, relevant state laws). Officials should pursue six types of changes:

First, compensation systems should recognize and reinforce professionalism by basing pay on the scarcity and value of teachers’ skills, the difficulty of their assignments, the extent of their responsibilities, and the caliber of their work. For instance, districts should be able to pay high school science or math teachers more than social studies teachers and reward effective teachers who are willing to teach in low-performing or less desirable schools. Denver’s new ProComp salary schedule, with its multidimensional system for rewarding teachers’ skills, performance, and contributions, is a modest step in the right direction. Even more promising are systems like the one developed in the Chattanooga, Tennessee, school district, which offers bonuses for teachers whose students make strong gains on state tests.

Second, pension and health-care benefits should be structured like those offered by other organizations seeking to hire mobile, skilled, college-educated professionals. This entails shifting from defined-benefit plans to defined-contribution plans (such as the 401k or 403b) that are better suited to the new economy. Similarly, cost considerations make it imperative that districts wean teachers from gold-plated health insurance, instead offering flexible benefit...
plans that are similar in design and employer burden to those provided to other professionals. Such modifications will allow districts to reallocate resources to the classroom, make it easier to target spending on deserving educators, and make it less costly for entrepreneurial teachers to launch new programs or to switch to charter schools. They will also allow district compensation systems to more readily accommodate changes in the job market and local budgetary circumstances.

Third, administrators should be empowered to terminate ineffective educators much more readily. While this authority should be subject to those safeguards employed in other professional environments, local contracts should make it clear that employment in the district is “at-will.” Altering the dynamics of termination would also require increased flexibility in the evaluation process. Even the following simple clause can allow for the more efficient and timely identification of ineffective teachers: “Classroom observations and/or conferences may be increased at the discretion of the administration to provide the level of supervision and guidance necessary to resolve the identified problem(s).”

Fourth, personnel should be assigned to schools on the basis of educational criteria rather than seniority. To that end, contracts should not require schools to accept teachers transferring within the district or call for teacher assignment to be based on considerations other than the quality of the candidate in question and his or her fit with the relevant position. At the same time, reformers should be cautious about implementing utopian schemes for teacher assignment. They ought not presume that effective teachers can be blindly assigned to difficult schools without hurting their morale or losing them altogether. Instead, contracts should ensure that districts have the flexibility to assign staff in ways that promote learning, attract and retain quality faculty, and serve the needs of the entire district. A sample contract clause that allows districts appropriate flexibility reads, “It shall be the intent of the Board of Education to provide qualified members of the bargaining unit an opportunity to be considered for transfer. The welfare of students and, secondly, that of teachers will be the preeminent factor in all transfers.”

Fifth, collective bargaining provisions relating to work rules and governance should, to the extent possible, be weeded out of contracts. While it is useful and appropriate to involve teachers and union officials in crafting district policy and practice, the contract should not give the union a formal role in such discussions. On questions such as class size, curricular development, professional development, and school start and stop times, contract language should avoid ambiguity and maximize operational flexibility.

125. Ibid., section V, “Transfer Policy.”
Finally, it is vital to explicitly spell out managerial prerogatives in every contract, though the utility of doing so will depend upon the energy and ingenuity of district officials. Much of the language recommended here already exists in some contracts. Nonetheless, officials in those districts frequently discuss their frustration with the contract in language remarkably similar to that of administrators and board members in districts with less contractual flexibility. This suggests the necessity of explicit language to minimize the “zone of ambiguity.” Districts must ensure that staff know how to take advantage of management rights, while school boards must ensure that the superintendent and staff are actually making full use of managerial prerogatives.

Enabling Reform
This list is neither new nor surprising. Some version of it will be familiar to many readers. The problem is less determining the contents of a sensible 21st-century collective bargaining agreement than overcoming resistance to change. To that end, would-be reformers must take steps at the federal, state, and local levels that change the dynamics of bargaining. This requires federal and state leadership and stiff spines at the local level. We propose steps to be taken by each of these actors.

Federal Reforms  First and foremost, federal education policy should maintain its focus on increasing transparency and accountability in public education. By requiring states to collect and publicize information on student achievement, the No Child Left Behind Act has helped put the effects of collective bargaining on the reform agenda. The Department of Education should hold firmly to the law’s core principles while improving it to provide more accurate indicators of school effectiveness.

The most pressing area for improvement in the law is in the evaluation system it requires states to use to measure school performance. That system is based only on students’ performance against state standards at a single point in time, making it an unhelpful and even misleading gauge of the work that a school’s teachers are doing. Schools that serve large numbers of disadvantaged students are more likely to be sanctioned, even if those students are making progress toward the law’s goal of universal proficiency.126

The Department of Education’s recently announced pilot program to allow states with the requisite data systems to develop school accountability systems based on the achievement growth (over the previous year) of individual students is an important first step toward producing a better system. However, too few states currently have a statewide database that would permit implementation of

such an accountability system. Beyond offering flexibility, the federal government
should help states share expertise and provide matching grants for any state
investing in such systems.

State Reforms
States, too, should pressure district and union leadership to concentrate on
improving student learning, even when it upends established routines or
produces unwelcome conflict. First, they should deploy accountability systems
that accurately measure school performance and include meaningful rewards and
sanctions. This will require developing data systems that provide detailed
information on individual students, teachers, and schools. A key component of
this effort is to assign each teacher an “identifier”—a unique numeric code
similar to a Social Security number—that allows districts to link teachers to the
students they teach each year, as has already been done in states like Tennessee
and Florida. Such databases make it possible to identify those teachers whose
students make particularly noteworthy progress as well as those whose students
consistently fall short. Accountability coupled with such data can help
management and unions to find common cause: improving the performance and
reputation of the profession as a whole by systematically identifying ineffective
teachers and giving them the assistance they need or counseling them out of the
profession altogether. Transparency can also be served by legislation requiring
districts to report data on actual expenditures at specific schools. One example of
such legislation is a 2005 California law that requires districts to report the actual
cost of teacher salaries at each school, laying bare the fiscal impact of seniority-
based transfer policies that permit high-salary, veteran teachers to cluster at
certain schools.

Second, states should foster meaningful competition among schools and
districts, through mechanisms such as charter schooling, school vouchers, and
funding systems that link most state and local funding to actual per-pupil
enrollment. Such mechanisms, so long as dollars do follow students, can begin to
threaten budgets and jobs—giving management and local union leaders common
cause for concern. Competition from both non-profit and for-profit education
management organizations will ensure that inefficient contractual agreements
start to have real consequences for local district management and union leaders.
If local schools are performing poorly and local officials appear incapable of
overhauling contractual constraints, state officials should consider transforming
entire districts into systems of charter schools—thereby avoiding many statutory
and contractual provisions.127

127. For those enamored of this strategy, however,
it’s worth noting that turning a school or district
into a charter does not necessarily offer the
imagined freedoms; state laws frequently apply to
districts even after they are turned into charter
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Third, states should require districts to shift from traditional compensation systems toward more quality-conscious practices. Even modest state programs can embolden teachers who are eager to be treated like professionals; help far-sighted union leaders explain to members that moving away from the old model will yield sizable raises; and force more resistant union officials to explain why holding onto lockstep pay scales is worth sacrificing a pay boost. One promising model now exists in Florida, where state law requires districts to make teachers eligible for bonuses of up to 5 percent of their annual salary based primarily on their students’ progress as measured by the state’s accountability test.\(^{128}\) Similar programs have been implemented or proposed in several other states. [See Sidebar 9]

Finally, states should work to abolish teacher tenure in K–12 schooling, or at least require that teachers have five years’ experience before receiving permanent job protection. While hardly a panacea—dismissing incompetent teachers also

---

**SIDEBAR 9**

### New Approaches to Teacher Pay

Teacher pay is one of the areas where states have made some sensible, if incremental, progress in recent years. Typically working with far-sighted union officials, who have been enticed to cooperate through promises of additional funding, states have pursued various measures to tinker with compensation, introduce incentives, and link pay to performance. In 2005, governors in 14 states proposed reforms to the traditional teacher compensation system. While observers should regard such efforts with appropriate skepticism—at all, several such efforts were launched with great fanfare in the 1980s, only to crash and then vanish—they are promising developments.\(^{32}\)

Minnesota may have launched the most interesting effort, with Governor Tim Pawlenty and the legislature in 2005 enacting an alternative pay system called Quality Compensation, or “Q Comp.” Funded by $86 million in state aid, the new system provided substantial additional funding for districts that design a teacher pay plan in accordance with a set of state requirements. To qualify for the state monies, which amount to an additional $260 per pupil, districts had to work with the local union to establish multiple career paths, objective assessment systems, and professional development programs that are aligned with performance pay. Only schools that shift away from the conventional “step-and-lane” salary schedule and craft a qualified system receive the aid. While Education Minnesota, the state teachers union, generally did not support Q Comp, the promise of extra dollars has sparked interest among some local unions. As of October 2005, seven school districts and charter schools—Hopkins, Minneapolis, St. Francis, Mounds View, St. Cloud, Duluth Public Academy, and ARTech charter school—had been officially approved for Q Comp.

Other states are contemplating or pursuing various forward-looking measures. Rhode Island governor John Carcieri has proposed funding a pilot study of performance-based pay, and Wisconsin governor Jim Doyle has proposed nearly $2 million in grants to help 20 districts design, implement, and report on the success of alternative compensation systems. In 2005, Alabama appropriated $725,000 for incentives to attract teachers to high-poverty schools. Iowa has a continuing program, funded with $24 million in 2005, that includes individual performance awards based on student achievement. In September 2005, Governor Mitt Romney of Massachusetts proposed an especially comprehensive merit pay package offering bonuses of up to $5,000 for math and science teachers, teachers of Advanced Placement classes, and up to one-third of teachers in each district who demonstrate effectiveness in improving student achievement on state tests.

---

\(^{32}\) All data and information for this sidebar are from Jennifer Azordegan, Patrick Byrnett, Kelsey Campbell, Josh Greenman, and Tricia Coulter, Diversifying Teacher Compensation (Denver, CO: Education Commission of the States, 2005), 6–7. The one exception is the Massachusetts program; its details are from Maria Sachetti and Tracy Jan, “Romney Wants Teacher Merit Pay,” Boston Globe, 22 September 2005, sec. A1.

requires strong local leadership in the face of union criticism—limiting the scope of tenure is an essential step toward improving teacher quality. At the same time, states should take steps to remove teacher evaluation from collective bargaining altogether and establish alternative evaluation policies. New legislation recently proposed in Massachusetts by governor Mitt Romney, which states both that “no aspect of teacher performance standards, criteria, indicators, or procedures of evaluation shall be subject to collective bargaining” and that “the primary performance standard for all teachers shall be their contribution to student learning of content specified in the state’s academic standards,” provides a model worthy of emulation by other states.\(^\text{129}\)

**Local Reforms**

These larger policy efforts will matter only to the extent that they change behavior at the local level. There are three key reforms to be tackled. The first is to promote transparency of the content, implementation, and impact of the collective bargaining agreement. Union efforts to defend established privileges are effective in part because they are so rarely subjected to scrutiny. Publicity will make many of these antiquated preferences harder to defend.

Local officials should take a page from the playbook of former New York City councilwoman Eva Moskowitz and hold hearings on the contract, inviting public scrutiny and media coverage. Moskowitz’s hearings were especially valuable in providing reporters a context for writing about the contract’s implementation and its impact on district operations. Officials and civic leaders must also ensure that influential members of the local media are aware of the contract’s provisions and have information on the nature, conduct, and outcomes of grievance and arbitration proceedings. While beat reporters and editors are rarely in a position to redirect coverage or invite controversy on their own authority, publishers and editorial writers are able and willing to do so when convinced the matter is a pressing issue of wide public concern.

Second, parents, voters, the business community, and civic leaders cannot continue to tolerate tepid district leadership. Even when opportunities present themselves, superintendents and principals have a poor track record of exploiting contractual measures or taking advantage of new flexibility. In the case of charter schooling nationally, or in the case of Michigan after the removal of formal licensure restrictions on school principals, for instance, educators have often failed to exploit available flexibility.\(^\text{130}\) As simple as it sounds, the local community needs to demand that district officials stiffen their spines, negotiate aggressively, and take advantage of concessions regarding pay, benefits, termination, and work rules to

\(^{129}\) “An Act to Reform Education,” House Bill 4375, Section 26 (a) and Section 26 (c) replacing relevant portions of Chapter 71, Section 38 of the General Laws, September 22, 2005.

pursue meaningful reform. This challenge is a political one, and mobilizing those who pay the price for outdated schools can make the crucial difference.

One popular approach to redressing union dominance is promoting mayoral control of school districts. Advocates of this approach argue that broader and more transparent governance weakens union influence, and that mayors, forced to balance union pressure against competing constituencies, will prove less receptive to unions than school boards. While this approach holds some promise in some locales, there is no evidence that mayoral takeovers of school districts have predictable or consistent effects. Moreover, given the record of union influence in state and national politics, mayors may prove as susceptible to it as board members.

Finally, the indispensable step is ensuring that teachers face a stronger, more motivated partner across the bargaining table. Useful steps might include providing more resources to professionalize boards, linking superintendent pay and job security more closely to district performance, refocusing district negotiators on winning concessions rather than getting a deal done, or recruiting management team members from outside of education. It is also worth considering measures to moderate union political influence, through new statutes or regulations that make union affairs more transparent or place tighter limits on the use of mandatory agency fees collected from non-union members covered by bargaining agreements.

Final Thoughts

Ironically, the historical figure that the current crop of teachers union leaders most readily brings to mind is not a labor lion like Samuel Gompers or Walter Reuther, but rather the imperial president of General Motors, Charlie Wilson. It was Wilson who, when testifying before the Senate Armed Services Committee a half-century ago, blithely remarked, “What’s good for GM is good for the country.” The NEA and AFT have long argued that what is good for America’s teachers is good for America’s children—and by implication, for America itself. As a general statement this is demonstrably false, and the willingness of too many superintendents, school boards, legislators, and governors to act as if it were true has had a pernicious effect on the quality of American schooling.

The dilemma for those seeking to reinvent American schooling for a new century is that unions continue to demand, for the most part, collective bargaining agreements crafted to address challenges and inequities that existed three and four decades ago. Union leaders often invoke norms of justice in working to ensure that veteran teachers continue to enjoy the same perks and protections that were part of the implicit bargain proffered when they entered the profession a quarter-century ago—despite intervening changes in the larger economy, in the needs of students, and in management and organizational practice. One can sympathize with the union position while regarding it as a massive hindrance to providing the schools we need.

All but a handful of collective bargaining agreements continue to enshrine the presumptions of the old factory model of labor relations: that there is no sensible way to distinguish good employees from bad employees; that professional behavior is about obedience rather than initiative; that managers are likely to be corrupt or incompetent; that good employees should aspire to stay in the same school district for 30 years; and that, because employees are interchangeable cogs, the most appropriate way to differentiate among them is on the basis of seniority and college credits. While this model made good sense in plants producing Ford
automobiles or Amana appliances in the 1930s, it is wholly unsuited to the challenges of 21st-century schooling.

In this new century, teachers unions and the role of the collective bargaining process have justifiably risen to the top of reformers’ agendas. However, reformers have too often been distracted by efforts seemingly designed to shame unions into acquiescence. Making collective bargaining serve the interests of students will be more readily accomplished by altering the policy context of negotiations. Reformers should pursue a policy agenda that incorporates meaningful accountability for student outcomes, enhanced competition, and aggressive efforts to upgrade the quality of both managers and teachers. Such policies will increase the pressure on districts to perform, giving leadership cause and excuse to bargain hard and execute aggressively. The joint pressures of competition and accountability will push union negotiators to make concessions that will benefit students—especially if the bargaining process and the contract’s impact on district operations is made more transparent.

This strategy will require leadership from district administrators and elected officials. The status quo, however, makes it very hard for even the willing to lead. Without cover, resources, and a sense of urgency, even hard-charging district officials or visionary union leaders will be little more than cannon fodder in the campaign to reinvent schooling. So long as they are weighed down by existing collective bargaining agreements, too many districts will prove unequal to the challenges of the new century. Those who would equip the next generation for the road ahead can no longer accept the small comfort of tranquil negotiations. If labor peace can only be purchased by consigning 21st-century students to schools that are run like mid-20th-century factories, the price is much too high.